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I had no goals for this collection. In early meetings, I made statements like "I want 

to experiment with as many different approaches as possible," and "I want to examine the 

nature of storytelling," and all sorts of equally "big" ideas. In reality, I had no idea what to 

do--I had written only a tiny bit of fiction, and my only complete story had been about a 

man who is asked to arbitrate between good and evil and is saved only when he finds God 

in a spam sandwich. Needless to say, I was going to have to start from scratch.

With two exceptions, that's what I did. Both "Going to the Sun" and "Sand 

People" evolved from scenes I wrote in fiction class a couple years ago. "Going to the 

Sun" got longer this year with more detail and an ending, while "Sand People" got shorter. 

Originally just a monologue about the glory of Star Wars, it's now probably my favorite 

piece in this collection. I feel like I own it—while every other piece has come from a 

collaborative process (an invaluable process, don't get me wrong), "Sand People" has 

remained completely my own. Besides, it's a quick read.

The other three stories (even as I type this, I flinch at the fact that seven months of 

work generated only five stories) have various origins. "Priests" was the first to evolve, 

going through what seemed like a billion drafts, and possibly with the least effect I
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wanted it to be moving, which carried it at times into the melodramatic. "Deer" came all at 

once, late at night, when I had to turn something in to Dr. Bertagnolli the next morning. 

"Josh" was the final piece—it started out to be about two high school rivals who chop each 

other's digits off in shop class and eat them (gently titled "The Taste of Beef"). Somehow,

I settled on two dysfunctional brothers with a thing for spiders.

In each case, the process of writing the stories had its ups and downs. Bringing in 

a first draft was an up; putting it aside and revising it two months later was a down. The 

routine, with the exception of the two older stories, was this: I would bring in the first two 

pages of a story to Dr. Bertagnolli, who would then tell me what was working or not 

working in those first two pages. Then, in the next couple weeks or so, I would try to get 

a complete draft That would be followed by maybe one more draft then it would go to the 

whole committee (which included Kay Satre and Kim Delong). Fd listen to them all debate 

what each story meant and that feedback would lead to the final draft This description 

makes it sound organized, though; it really wasn't, or at least it never felt like it

In addition to the gobs of fiction I planned to write (I originally anticipated a thesis 

at least twenty pages longer than this one), I also wanted to throw in a couple poems. Any 

quick scan of the "Contents" page, though, reveals that I wrote more poetry than fiction.

To be honest I'm not positive how that happened. I never even set any ridiculous goals 

("The nature of poetry," and so on) with the poetry—I had had so few poetry successes that 

even goals seemed like a stretch.

With the poetry section, I really did have to start from scratch. The first poem to 

land on Dr. Bertagnolli's desk was titled "The Sand in Your Eyes," and was full of

• passages like this one:

Let the sand in your eyes 
Grow black, and 
Your mouth cry, finally,
That the vows you dream 
Leap from sight like the martyrs 
That drink 
From the jug 
By the bed.
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I have to confess that I still think it sounds great, though I still don't know what any of it 

means. I don't think any of the poems in this collection sound as fun or weird as the 

nonsense poems I was writing at the beginning of the fall. The trouble with those early 

poems, though (which Dr. Bertagnolli very gently pointed out), was that they made 

absolutely no sense. None.

The poems that ended up in this collection, like the stories, evolved in various 

ways. "In the Dust" is, for all practical purposes, the first poem I ever wrote. I wrote the 

original during my senior year of high school, and it was twice as long. Everyone who 

read it this year took it upon themselves to cut out what they thought was "unnecessary," 

and what remained is found here. All the poems with a specific form (couplets, quatrains, 

and so on) evolved this spring in Dr. Ford's poetry class. I had never written in forms 

before (with the exception of haikus), and much to my surprise. I kind of enjoy it.

Anyone who knows me at all and reads this collection will see that my own life is 

sprinkled all through it Creating a balance between fact and fiction consequently became a 

real "issue" in this thesis: How much of myself could I include, and still call it fiction? 

What if the actual events conflict with the kind of story 1 want to write? And is my life 

interesting enough to be the source of good stories?

Well. I don't know how other people would respond to these questions, but I wrote 

with the following answers in mind: First, I could include as much of myself and my life 

as I wanted (after all. it is my intellectual property, and I might as well put it to use). 

Second, I always gave priority to the story-none of these stories or poems is an exact 

record of anything, and usually it's pretty far off.

• The "me" elements in these pieces vary in degree. "Priests," for example, is

completely autobiographical up to a point, then the story kicks in. "Josh" contains hints of 

my relationship with my brother (yes, he did do the Chinese water torture), but, obviously, 

only to a certain extent "Deer" came from some real events, but with different characters. 

And "Sand People" only reflects my life insofar as Tm obsessed with Star Wars. The
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poems, on the other hand, are more directly about me (even "Waiting," unfortunately), and 

probably stick a little closer to the facts.

The third question-well, that*s a tough one. Many of my early drafts this fall were 

about failed romantic relationships, and they were all quickly abandoned. Writing about 

romance, for me, is like writing about the theory of relativity: I know it exists, but I don't 

understand it But my childhood (assuming it's over) is, in my own mind, pretty 

interesting, and not that difficult for me to understand. Especially the gory parts.
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M effrey, Denise, and the boys, Josh and Sam, got up at 6:15 that 

Tuesday morning, determined to finish their tour of Glacier in a day so that they could be 

home in Spokane by Wednesday night. It was obvious to Jeffrey by ten in the morning 

that it wouldn't work: they had already stopped three times to find a bathroom and the 

boys were begging to pull over and take a hike. Jeffrey kept refusing, but he knew that 

surrender was imminent. "Hey guys—let's see how far we can get before lunch, okay?" 

asked Jeffrey, and Denise gave him a tired smile of support.

Denise's father-always full of wisdom and ready to share— had told Jeffrey on the 

phone a week earlier, "Relaxing on a family vacation is about as likely as me winning the 

lottery without a damn ticket," and then laughed and laughed. Jeffrey hated it when the in

laws were right.

Denise eventually came to the rescue, reading the "What to Do About Bears" 

pamphlet to the boys, who actually seemed interested. Jeffrey decided to contribute to the 

cause and point out a waterfall when Denise screamed, "Jeff! Look out!"

Jeffrey jerked the car across the road, trying to miss the brown rabbit that had 

jumped in front of him. Now everyone was screaming. Jeffrey got back into his lane, and
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shouted, "It's over!" It was a little louder than he had intended. "The rabbit's fine, okay? 

It's fine." As he turned his head to smile to Denise, he caught a glimpse in his rear view 

mirror, across the luggage, of a brown rabbit struggling with its front legs to go 

somewhere. But it could only go in circles, it's back legs only twitching, its face red and 

dragging across the highway. Jeffrey imagined it crying. He had heard somewhere that 

rabbits scream, and the sound he heard in his mind was terrifying, like an abandoned baby. 

Then they turned a bend and it was gone. He tried to find the waterfall again, but it was 

hidden by trees, so they drove in silence for a while.

About five minutes down the road, they came to a building labeled "Going to the 

Sun Road Information Center," and the boys voted to pull over and take another break— 

they had drunk a little too much waterfall at the last stop, and they were hungry. Of 

course. Jeffrey wanted to get as far from that rabbit as he could, but he pulled in and 

started to look for a parking spot He looped the parking lot twice, looking for a prime 

spot to open up.

"You're beginning to park like my father," said Denise.

"You wouldn't say that if you'd known me in high school," said Jeffrey, and he 

flashed the most lecherous smile he could muster.

"In high school." she replied, "I wouldn't have dated you. I was into football 

players, remember?"

"Don't remind me." He finished circling the lot a third time, and finally settled on a 

mediocre spot next to a bike rack and some men in helmets and spandex pants. "See what 

you were missing out on?" He flexed and posed in the driver's seat The boys giggled.

• "Daddy's silly," said Josh, and Denise wholeheartedly agreed, and Sam giggled

more.

Jeffrey and Denise quickly dressed the boys for the cold walk to the bathroom, 

even though Jeffrey knew he would be stuck taking it all off again inside. He wondered 

how it felt for Denise to go to the bathroom by herself all the time. After six years of
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fatherhood, the idea of a lonely bathroom appeared only as a distant memory. He liked to 

tell Denise he had a recurring dream of sitting in a bathroom stall, alone, with a newspaper 

resting on his naked knees. The sound of the paper echoed when he flipped the page.

* Denise always said you'd hate that, to which Jeffrey, with his most serious face, would

reply, "You have no idea. You can't imagine what it's like in there." Denise would shake 

her head, and Jeffrey would admit to himself that she was probably right Probably.

As they all hiked across the parking lot, Jeffrey thought to himself how many times 

he said he'd never do this, how easily a woman can rewrite the end of a story. And how 

submissive the author can remain, even at times like these. He pointed out a tame 

rockhound to Josh and Sam, and they were impressed.

He couldn't get rid of the rabbit. The screaming in his head got worse when he 

thought about it Dammit, I should have killed it, he thought Ten years ago I would have 

turned around and put the damned thing out of its misery. They would know it wasn't my 

fault. Dammit

Outside the room labeled MEN stood a man with a mohawk, and Jeffrey ushered 

the boys past him and through the metal door. Inside they went to the business of 

removing coats, scarves, hats, and gloves (Denise really is paranoid, thought Jeffrey, it's 

September), and the boys went to their respective stalls, Sam obviously proud to be 

working alone. Jeffrey sat on the sink, wardrobes in hand, wondering what about 

fatherhood made a guy afraid of rabbits and guys with mohawks.

"You look like you're having fun."

Jeffrey turned to see a man a few sinks down, leaning against the paper towel 

• dispenser. He was holding what Jeffrey guessed to be a seven-year-old's coat-it was just

a little bigger than Josh's—and smiling at Jeffrey through a week-old beard and a cigarette. 

Musician, thought Jeffrey. The guy probably drives a beat-up van and subscribes to 

Mother Jones. "Oh yeah," he replied, wishing for the millionth time that he was part of the 

witty half of the population. "You couldn't beat this with a stick."



"I wouldn't say that. Sticks are all over this place, and these little guys can't run all 

that fast, you know. Unless you're picky about wood choices, stuff like that-then you 

could run into a problem, I suppose.” The man dropped the cigarette on the floor and 

rubbed it out with his foot Jeffrey just kept staring at him. He didn’t like the way this guy 

was smiling to himself.

The man looked up from the floor at Jeffrey and laughed out loud. He leaned back 

and held up his fingers in a peace sign: "Joke, man. Just a joke."

It's a damned halfbreed, thought Jeffrey, finally looking away. Probably had a 

witty mother and a boring father. "I’m glad," he said, and tried to force a laugh, and 

kicked himself again for social retardation. He wanted to ask the man what he would have 

done with the rabbit, but he felt like he knew the answer. Would've gone back, he 

thought Would've gone back and broken its neck, and he wouldn't worry about what his 

kids thought or what his wife thought He glanced at the man, who had started a new 

cigarette, still smiling about something. He wouldn't have let it scream.

The boys finished and Jeffrey got them dressed, then they waited for him while he 

took a turn at one of the urinals. The three of them headed for the door. Jeffrey nodded at 

the man, who in turn raised his fist in the air and shouted, "Off to battle, good sir!" Jeffrey 

nodded again, and grinned when he realized that the man's son must have some sort of 

problem to be taking that long. Part of him (a part he wasn't sure what to do with) hoped 

that the kid had had diarrhea the whole trip, and that the man with the cigarette had been 

suffering through it the whole time. That, thought Jeffrey, would be justice.
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f used to be the most devout third grader in my church. Honestly.

I was the only one in my C.C.D. class to use one of those old catechisms. I think my mom 

gave it to me. but I don't remember. What really hooked me was my first communion, I 

think, when, as I took the wafer into my hands, Father O'Neill leaned over and whispered, 

"There you go. partner." That was the most unbelievable thing, him calling me partner like 

that. 1 was positive that it meant that he thought I would be a priest when I grew up, and 

that was fine with me-everyone respects priests, and they get to wear all black, and white 

on Sundays, and they know God. Looking back. I guess I'm not quite sure what he meant 

when he called me partner. Probably nothing. He was probably just being friendly.

After that, though, I got really into it, what with going to church and C.C.D. and 

talking to priests and reading the Bible and everything. The Bible was great-my favorite 

parts were times when Jesus would just sit around and talk to Peter and the rest, about 

whatever. Jesus was just one of the gang. Back then, God made himself really accessible. 

I guess. But C.C.D. went downhill during the fourth grade—most of the time, we just 

colored in cartoons of the crucifixion, and that was it I started to complain about going to
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C.C.D. and I skipped sometimes, and that made me feel guilty about church, so I went 

even less. No one called me partner anymore, either. I guess I lost interest, because by the 

fifth grade I wanted to be a cowboy (they can wear black, too), and by the sixth I wanted to 

be a cartoonist for Walt Disney. I was really afraid Father O'Neill would be disappointed 

in me for straying like that, but he never said anything about it. I guess that was kind of 

disappointing, too, having no one notice, but I don't remember if I thought about it much.

C.C.D. just got worse, doing skits of the nativity for the little kids (I was always a 

shepherd, never Joseph or a king), and Father O'Neill got transferred out of town. His 

replacement was some old guy who didn't even know me. So, two weeks into seventh 

grade. I told my mom that church was stupid. The pope was too rich anyway (I got that 

idea from my genius brother), and it "just wasn't getting me anywhere." I let her know 

that I could think of better ways of finding my "inner Self," and that there was nothing she 

could do about it. It wasn't a complete victory, though—after about two hours of yelling 

and crying, I agreed to go to church with her on Easter and Christmas, even though my 

brother and I saw it for the fascist plot that it was. Bargaining about church felt kind of 

stupid, but it made my mother happy, so I guess that's good.

When I got to high school, I started to have Catholic ffiends-real ones, not just 

the kids who go to church camp because their parents make them. It was weird. I always 

talked about the importance of "finding your own religion," and the corruption of 

Christianity, and they would reply by talking about their "relationships" with God. Right 

"God does this and God says that and here a God, there a God, everywhere a God God" 

until I was sick of it-Who were these guys, in high school no less, to suggest that they had

• some sort of weekly brunch with God? It probably didn't help that my best friend got

depressed because he was convinced I was going to end up in hell, either. He said I'd 

rejected God, but I don't think that's true. How do you reject God, anyway? It sounds 

backwards to me. After all, I think that's why I wanted to be a priest in the first place, so
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that I could meet God, just like Father O'Neill. I guess I just got tired of waiting, and 

besides, no one seemed to want to help. I was a pretty lazy kid.

Well, I finally got off my friends' backs about "my own religion" (which was a 

clever blend of yoga and apathy) after I watched a PBS special on Buddhism. The Buddha 

had it all figured out-he said that there's nothing "out there" like God to meet or pray to or 

sing to or sacrifice lambs to or anything else. It's all inside us, see? If there is a God, then 

I'm God, you're God, this conversation is God. It made me want to become a monk. I 

meditated all the time, lit incense till my parents hated me. I even shaved my head once, if 

you can believe that.

I stuck with it, though, even when I went to a Catholic college. But it made things 

there kind of weird. I used to meditate in the chapel in my dorm, because it was so quiet 

there. I lived on the same floor as the football team, so I didn't have a whole lot of quiet 

Anyway, I would sit there in the chapel, and try to hide in a comer-1 was always a little 

afraid that someone would walk in and be offended by the sight of a Buddhist in God's 

room. But one night, when it was really late, I got brave and sat my cushion down right in 

front of the altar, front row center. So there I was, meditating, when I heard someone 

kneel down next to me, and I looked over, and it was this old, heavy priest, smiling at me.

I just smiled back, because this was the closest I'd been to a priest since 1 was little, and I 

was just waiting for him to throw me out He didn't though. He just stayed there, smiling 

above his collar~in all that black, and the dark room, it looked like his head was floating- 

and goes, "Tell me son, what's God saying today?" I kind of laughed, because I thought 

he couldn't possibly be serious. But he kept looking at me. So I say, "He says that he

• should probably get out of here and study for tomorrow's chemistry quiz." I don't know

why I said something smart like that, I just did. So I picked up my cushion and started out 

the door. I heard him say he'd pray for me. Yeah, right, I thought, tell God all about me 

when I leave. You just go ahead and do that

But I didn't really give any of it much thought
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Then, about two weeks ago, this girl that I like asked me to go to church with her, 

and I said yes because I wanted to impress her. Besides, it only lasts an hour. I had 

forgotten how amazing that cathedral is— those doors are about a foot thick I told the girl 

that they must be to keep God from escaping. She laughed, but only a little. It really is 

amazing in there, though, and it's all for God, which shows that people must think they 

know what he likes, at least. The inside is lined with huge pillars that block your view of 

the altar, but they're so big that you don't really mind. All the windows have stained glass 

pictures, just like the ones we used to color, only better, and the walls have pictures of 

angels with trumpets. And it's so big-tfom the door, it looks like about a mile to the altar, 

and the big cross in back. Behind the big cross is a golden gate, and behind the gate you 

can't tell what's there, but you can tell that it keeps going back. I think only the priests are 

allowed back there.

When mass started, I sang along with everybody, and that was fun, because all 

these people with bad voices really seem to like what they're singing, and I think that 

makes it sound better. But the really impressive part, I think, was when everyone was 

supposed to pray. I had forgotten how everyone kneels on those little padded boards. 

When I was a kid, I used to kneel there and close my eyes and try to think about the ten 

commandments. I knew I wasn't supposed to commit adultery, but my parents wouldn't 

tell me what it was. so I never knew if I was doing it. This time, instead of closing my 

eyes. I knelt there and watched everyone else. Everyone was so serious, it was beautiful. 

Heads bowed, hands clasped, eyes shut Some of their mouths moved, and I could tell 

they really meant what they were saying. And these are college students I'm talking about.

* I can't really describe it to you, how it made me feel—1 guess it made me feel jealous. All

around me. in this big church, everyone had shut me out and was talking to God, right in 

front of me. I'm so busy with school, I hardly get to talk to anyone, much less God—I 

don't even meditate much anymore, what with the noise and studying and all.
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Like I said, it was moving, but I honestly didn't think much about it after the mass 

ended. But then, about three days later, I confessed to this girl how much I liked her, and 

she admitted that she didn't like me very much back. I'd been after her for weeks, and hoe 

she was, telling me to my face that she didn't like me. I did everything she wanted me to 

do—went to church, bought flowers, the whole thing—and she rejected me. I went for a 

walk around campus to take my mind off her, but all the buildings have crosses on them. 

Sometimes the crows perch on them, and it looks like a horror movie, and I like it, but that 

day I just wasn't in the mood. Crosses make me feel alone, I don't know why. I felt 

lonely enough already, so I started walking around town, just to get away.

Well, I ended up at the steps of the cathedral. I thought, okay, what the hell. God 

won't reject a man who's just been dumped. That would be cruel, and he hasn't been cruel 

since the Old Testament. I went in. Those doors are so heavy-even heavier when you're 

not holding them for a girl. Looking back, that thing I said about them locking in God 

probably never helped my chances with this girl. I don't know why I say those things.

I never should've gone in there-I was in a bad mood. I sat down on one of the 

pews—I can't believe they call them pews, it’s hilarious—and started to read the writing 

beneath the stained-glass windows. All sayings from the Bible, though I didn't recognize a 

few of them. .Anyway, there I am in a pew, and out comes a white-haired priest from the 

back of the church, behind the altar, with a white robe draped over his arm. He saw me 

and grinned and nodded, and I grinned and nodded from where I was sitting. He took the 

robe off his arm and set it down on top of the altar, then he started straightening things up 

around the pipe organ.

• What I did next, well—like I said, I shouldn't have been there in the first place—I

got up and started to walk down the aisle, pretending to look interested in all the windows, 

until I got to the altar. The priest was still shuffling around by the organ. He turned 

around just as I was grabbing the robe, so I go, "Could I try this on?"



My voice cracked when I said it, I think, because he started walking towards me. I 

backed up around the altar, holding the robe in both hands. I looked out over all the pews, 

and I had to stop. That altar is elevated about a foot, so you feel like you're way up there, 

and for the first time I felt like it must feel to be a priest You don't even feel like you're on 

Earth.

The priest was about six feet away. He reached out his hand. "Why don't you 

give that to me, son." Just like that, I swear, calling me "son" and everything. My face 

was burning up, and I wanted to just hand him the robe and get the hell out of there. I just 

couldn't.

"Can’t I try it on? Just for a second?" I think I sounded pretty cocky. His face 

looked so weird, though, all concerned and shriveled up.

He goes. "It isn't for you."

Well, what the hell did he mean by that? I was about to give him his stupid robe 

and get out of there, but It isn't for you ? I wanted to hit him so hard I could barely stand 

it.

So I backed up all the way to that big golden gate, and I pulled this robe down over 

my head. It was a little short. Now my back was to the gate, and he looked so serious, so 

I say. "See? Fits pretty well." He was just standing there, trying to look in my eyes. He 

was making me mad. I barked at him: "What's the big deal?!"

He goes. "It belongs to our cathedral."

I looked down at myself in the robe, but this time it looked ridiculous, it was so 

short. I couldn't look at him. I clenched the robe with both hands and turned out toward

• all the pews. "Ours?" I say. "Well, then it's mine too, right?" I knew he was still looking

at me. My lips started to shake. "Right?"

He put his hand on my shoulder, firm. I jerked away and faced the gate. I froze. 

There I was, arms at my side, staring past the gate, past the crucifix, to a stack of folding 

chairs. Honest to god, that's all that was there.
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The hand came back to my shoulder, and this time I let it stay there. You know 

how you feel when you get the wind knocked out of you, and you want to cry but you 

can't breathe, well, that's how I felt. I just fell into the gate and started to cry.

It actually felt good to let it all go like that until he put his hand on top of mine 

where I was holding the bars, and he goes, "I understand, son."

Well, that's a lie, so I just took off the robe and got the hell out of there. Priests 

just don't know how it feels to be rejected. They have no idea.

e
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I he thin-legged spider skittered across the rust and brown 

kitchen tile, swerving first towards the cereal cabinet, then the sink. Josh, resting on his 

elbows, used a hand broom to keep the spider from escaping, placing sudden walls in its 

path as it frantically tried to find a pathway to escape. Josh grinned, whisking the bug this 

way and that coaxing it closer with each new wall to his smiling face. He glanced 

occasionally at his ten-year-old brother Sam. whom he had ordered to watch the event.

The spider was slowing down, stopping occasionally. Josh giggled and reached 

out his hand, pinching his victim across the belly. With the spider between his fingers, he 

rolled over onto his back, examining it, then dropped it into his open mouth, still grinning. 

He chewed for a while and made a loud gulping noise as the bug slid down his throat 

Then he jumped to his feet and headed for the living room, where he threw himself on the 

couch and turned on Saturday morning cartoons.

Sam didn't move. He didn't speak. He just stood there, wondering how much 

time he had left
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Sam had first encountered evil at the age of three, on a family vacation to Mount 

Rushmore. A little red-headed girl, maybe seven or so, had grabbed Sam's chocolate 

marshmallow ice cream cone and dropped it off the observation deck, then walked away. 

Later, in the car, Sam had started crying. His parents had tried to explain that it wasn't 

personal-she was probably just a mean person. But mean hadn't seemed like a big 

enough word for a girl who would wantonly destroy a little boy's ice cream cone. There 

had to be a bigger word than mean.

After that, Sam avoided ice cream at all costs.

"Experiment time! Experiment time!" Josh pounced on to Sam's bed and tied 

Sam's hands and feet together with kite string, then dragged him to the bathroom and put 

him, face up, in the bathtub.

"Where're Mom and Dad?" asked Sam.

"Out" Josh was sitting on the toilet, thumbing through an Encyclopedia.

"Where did they go?"

"Away." Josh found the page he was looking for, and started reading.

"Josh, let me up. I gotta go to the bathroom." Sam started to wiggle his tied hands 

and feet rolling back and forth in the tub.

"Don't worry about it. Struggling will only slow this down."

Sam looked up at Josh's face from the bottom of the green tub. "Josh," he 

pleaded. "I really gotta go. I'm serious." Josh looked down at him and smiled, then stood 

up from the toilet seat and reached for the faucet which hovered above Sam's head. He 

turned it just slightly, then sat back on his seat, watching.

A drop of water came splashing down in the center of Sam's forehead. "Hey!

What are you doing?" cried Sam, eyes now transfixed on the water fixture overhead. 

Another drop dangled from above, then landed on his forehead. He winced.



"Chinese water torture," explained Josh, proudly. He held up the encyclopedia 

and pointed to a picture. "I can't figure it out They say here they just dropped water on a 

guy’s head until he either gave information or went nuts." Josh watched Sam’s head as 

another drop fell, fascinated. "Sounds crazy to me."

"Josssshhhhh!" hissed Sam. "I gotta go bad. Like right now, okay?" Another 

drop hit His bottom Up was quivering, and he started whimpering in the tub, trying not to 

cry.

Josh put down the encyclopedia. "Go then—they say this takes a few hours." He 

sat back on the toilet and crossed his legs. "So." He rested his elbow on his knee and 

raised his eyebrow. "What have you done with the secret documents?"

Further interrogation regarding secret documents and hidden treasure continued 

until Josh heard the garage door, at which point Sam was dutifully released. Their mom 

found Sam in his room, crying uncontrollably, wearing yellow-stained pants. She asked 

him if he was crying because he was embarrassed about his pants, and he nodded yes, and 

she hugged him. But his pants had already been dry for an hour.

As Sam stood in the kitchen, he knew it had begun. Only a week earlier. Josh had 

crept up behind Sam at recess and whispered. "I’m going to eat you. This weekend when 

Mom and Dad leave, and the babysitter's sleeping." He knew Josh wasn't lying. Sam had 

marveled for some time at the fact that he was still alive—it had been two years since the 

"water" incident, and that had only been the beginning.

That afternoon. Josh watched "Real Stories of the Highway Patrol" while Sam and 

41 their mom sat at the kitchen table, getting ready for Sam’s fourth-grade spelling bee.

"Spell ’autumn."’ said his mom. glancing at the word list as she kneaded a ball of 

dough the size of a cantaloupe.

"Autumn," replied Sam, after a pause. "Capital A-u-t-u-m-n. Autumn." He looked

at his mom.



"Right, except I don't think you need to capitalize it."

"I thought seasons had capital letters."

Tm not sure. We'll ask your dad when he gets home. How about 'bearable?'" 

Josh's voice came from the couch in the next room: "What are you gonna ask Dad,

mom? IH bet I know it."

Sam's gaze fell on the ball of dough in his mom's hands. He wondered if bread 

dough would rise in a person's stomach. He pictured himself exploding from bread 

dough, and Josh picking up bits and pieces of him and shoving them in his mouth, like a 

hyena he saw on PBS.

"OK —is 'autumn' capitalized?" called back his mom.

Sam watched his mom's fingers puncturing the ball, pushing the air out of it, 

flipping it over. He thought that Josh would really hate that, having to eat like a common 

scavenger. He would hate that

"Of course it's not capitalized." Josh popped his head over the back of the couch. 

"Did stupidhead think it was? Your youngest is brilliant mom. A real genius." His head 

disappeared.

"Stop it, Josh," his mom sighed. "Don't worry about him, Sam." She glanced at 

the list again. "Did we do hearable' yet?"

Sam nodded.

"OK then, let's see—how about "buzzard?'" Sam glanced at the couch, then back at 

the bread. He wanted to capitalize it but he decided not to.

£ After dinner that night their dad announced that he and Mom would like to talk to

Josh for a few minutes, alone. Sam put his napkin on the table and headed for his room. 

"Well be just a few minutes, OK Sam?" Sam nodded and disappeared into the hall.

Fifteen minutes later, both his parents knocked on his door and walked in, and sat 

down on the edge of the bed.
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"Sam," said his dad, very seriously, "We've talked it over, and Josh feels like 

thirteen is old enough to be left in charge for the weekend. We'd like to give him that 

chance. How do you feel about that?" He took a cigarette out of his shirt pocket and put in 

his mouth.

< Sam's head turned to his mother, eyes wide. She reached over and took the

cigarette out of his dad's mouth, glaring for a moment, then turning back to Josh. Placing 

her hand on Sam's shoulder, she said, "I know you and Josh don’t always get along that 

well, but Josh says that won't be any problem. He really does love you, you know. He's 

just at that age. And if you guys have any problems, we've let Mr. and Mrs. Crawford 

next door know that we'll be gone, and we'll leave you guys their number." She smiled at 

him and tilted her head like he was four years old, being told not to put his hand on the 

stove. He tried to smile back at her.

"That's the way, big guy. This really helps us out. You watch, you two'll 

probably have a blast as soon as we walk out the door." His dad mussed up his hair, 

walked out of the room, and closed the door behind him as he gave Sam a 'thumbs up,' a 

new cigarette in his mouth. Minus the smoking, he reminded Sam of a game show host

No one else came into Sam's room that night, which made him glad, because he 

started to cry as soon as the door shut. He cried until he fell asleep, face down in his 

soaked Snoopy pillow, and dreamt that the faces on Mount Rushmore were eating each 

other.

Sam's mom and dad pulled out of the driveway at about four o'clock that Friday 

afternoon, with plenty of time to catch their flight. Sam and Josh stood in front of the 

garage door, waving, until the car turned the comer at the bottom of the street.

Josh smiled. "So," he said.

Sam kept staring at the street. "So," he replied, almost in a whisper.

"You scared or what?" asked Josh.
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"Maybe." Sam felt his pants pocket, then turned and walked inside. Over his 

shoulder, he muttered, "Road Runner's on."

"Oh yeah, right."

When Josh came up the stairs to the living room, Sam was sitting in the middle of

• the couch, cross-legged, eating an apple. Josh jumped over and snatched the remote 

control from Sam's hand, changed the channel, and sat down on the floor. "Road Runner. 

What a stupid cartoon." He glanced back at Sam.

"You don't like it because the road runner's too smart to be eaten." Sam sat up 

straight, holding his breath, trying not to look at his brother.

Josh wheeled around on his butt. "What did you say?"

"I said"-Josh's face was deep red as he stared at the opposite wall—"that the

coyote's too dumb to catch the road runner. He'll never win." He relaxed a little, and bit 

into the apple.

An irritated grin spread across Josh's face. "Did you ever stop to think that maybe 

I'm a little smarter than some dumb coyote, shit-for-brains?" Sam didn't answer. Josh 

turned back to the TV, which was flashing a telephone number across the screen. The back 

of his neck was turning red. "I coulda got you a long time ago, twerp. Mom and Dad 

won't even care when I do. They asked me to, you know. They wish they'd never had 

you."

Sam slid off the couch, staring at the back of his brother's head. He wished Josh 

was dead. He pictured how everyone would feel sorry for him if Josh died, and how 

they'd probably let him stay home from school and they'd give him presents, and he

* wouldn't even care. At the funeral, he'd wear red and purple and yellow and green, 

because black shows respect for the dead. He wouldn't even take a bath.

Walking backward to his room, Sam tripped on some boxes next to the stairs, then 

quickly stood up, trying not to cry. He could hear Josh laughing to himself in the living
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room, and could see his shoulders shake. Sam left the boxes where they were and 

retreated to his room, and shut the door behind him.

From his bed, Sam could hear David Letterman signing off, and then the television

• going silent He heard the remote control hit the couch. Josh's feet went from the carpet 

of the living room to the linoleum of the kitchen. The fridge opened, then shut More 

walking. Josh was whistling some made up tune. A drawer opened, then the rattling of 

metal against metal, then the drawer slammed shut The whistling floated down the hall, 

under the crack in the door, into Sam’s head. It was moving towards him.

The two quick knocks on the door jolted Sam to sit up in bed. Josh opened the 

door right after the second knock and flipped on the lights. Immediately, Sam covered his 

eyes, moaning.

"What are you doing, shit-for-brains?" asked Josh.

Sam sat upright in his bed, squinting.

"I asked you a question."

Sam stared for a few seconds at the spelling book on his lap, then at Josh's feet. 

"Are you gonna eat me, Josh?"

Josh grinned and nodded his head. "Yeah, I'm gonna eat you. What do you think 

of that?" He took a step forward.

"Josh," said Sam, shoving his right hand underneath the Snoopy covers, "I think 

you better.. .not." His lips trembled as he spoke, and his nose was running.

"Well, I think you better .. .shut up," mimicked Josh, and he dove for Sam's bed.

* As he landed at the foot of the bed, Sam pulled out their mom's Ginsu cleaver from beneath 

the covers. Josh watched, stunned, as Sam laid his left hand on the spelling book and 

brought down the cleaver on his pinky. Sam pulled his left hand away and sat on it

With his right hand, he picked up the dead finger from the red book and thrust it 

under Josh's nose. He didn't cry. "Here! Eat it! It's all yours, Josh--eat it!" Josh fell
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off the bed, and Sam threw the finger at his head. "How does it feel, Josh? I'm too smart 

for you, you dumb coyote!"

Josh's face was white as he picked up the finger. He examined it blankly in his 

hand, shaking his head. "You shit-for-brains."

Ten minutes later, Sam was in the front seat of the Crawfords' car, his hand 

bandaged in a purple towel from their bathroom. Mrs. Crawford was holding his hand up 

while her husband drove. She kept telling him not to be nervous, that the doctors and 

nurses in the emergency room would take good care of him. They might even give him 

some ice cream.

As they drove past the blur of a green light, and some buildings Sam didn't 

remember, he imagined holding an ice cream cone, licking it. Maybe vanilla. He pictured 

a spindly-legged spider crawling across his hand and onto his ice cream, and getting stuck 

there. It curled its legs under, trying to get off the sticky white ball, but it couldn't. Sam 

imagined bringing his mouth down over the spider, sucking it onto his tongue just like the 

stuff at the bottom of the cone. That would taste pretty good, thought Sam. He knew he 

was a lot smarter than some dumb spider.
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• member when I was just a kid, an ail round fer near a year r so 

there was nothin but sand. Everwhere. Pa got himself a job in Arizona, measurin state 

buildins or somethin, an we lived in one a them little tin-can trailers, galaxies from 

anywhere an anyone. I was bout seven, so I still member it all.

Anyways, me an my brother Luke'd sometimes sit on the stairs a that trailer (we 

had ta sit on blankets cause them stairs bum), an we'd be too hot ta move. Parilized by the 

heat. Luke'd say. Anyways, we'd sit there an play Star Wars, the greatest movie ever 

made. But it bein so hot. we couldn't really play much, so we just sat there an talked bout 

it, sayin the lines without movin, drinkin lemonade. "Feel the Force," we'd say. We were 

on Tatooine. where Luke Skywalker grew up.

I always got ta be Luke Skywalker-it near drove Ma to killin, havin to call both her 

kids Luke~an Luke was Obi Wan Kenobi, Jedi Master. He's two years older, so he got ta 

teach. So like I was sayin, we just sat on them stairs an looked out on the desert, an gave 

everthin a Star Wars name. Trash cans were droids, an our mutt Blackie was a Ton-ton. 

Our lil sister Beck was a JaWa, so we didn ever trust er less she gave us stuff fer trade, but 

she never had nothin, so we didn ever trust her. She didn care a lot, though.

Sometimes when Ma an Pa'd be drivin home, we could see em comin. an stirrin up
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sand an stuff, so Ma an Pa got to be Sand People. We'd put our minds on the Force ta 

make em go way, but it never worked too good. One time, when they were comm up ta 

us, we got all brave an yelled Stay away Sand People! Get on outta here! an we tried 

feedin Beck ta Ma, an that night Beck didn get thrashed at all, but me an Luke got the worst 

we ever got. Real bad. Ma even said maybe we oughtta take Luke ta the doctor, but Pa 

said shut up and gave her a thrashin almos as bad an then took her inta his room an made a 

lot of noise.

I was better off than Luke, so I washt his face an helpt im walk out ta the steps, an 

we jus sat there, quiet When it got dark an the noise stopt, I ast Luke if maybe Pa was 

Darth Vader dressed up as Sand People, an he near started bawlin, an said no, Pa ain’t 

Darth Vader. Darth Vader's a whole lot worse than any ol Sand People, cause he's got the 

Force. Sand People ain't got nothin like the Force. Sand People's jus stupid, he said. I 

ast him Even Ma? An he said Yeah, specially Ma.

*
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I he night that Jackie and his dad arrived at Uncle Bill's was the most 

spectacular night of Jackie's ten-year-old life. Uncle Bill drove Jackie across his fields at 

two that morning, with Jackie standing behind the cab. The entire countryside came alive 

around the speeding truck-every kind of living thing Jackie had ever heard of appeared 

under the headlights, like photographs. Deer, rabbits, badgers, all came and went in the 

light, as if they knew they were safe. Jackie stood up in the back of the truck with his 

hands on the cab, watching in amazement at the drama unfolding before him. Once, an owl 

swooped down in front, probably two feet from Jackie's face, and Jackie almost fell out of 

the truckbed. and Uncle Bill laughed, and so did Jackie, and when they got back to the 

house he told his dad that it was the neatest thing he'd ever seen.

£ The next morning, Aunt Joan showed Jackie how to use the player piano—he was

in the choir at church, so they made him play "Tie a Yellow Ribbon" thirteen times, each 

time yelling "Encore! Encore!" and every time he blushed before he started again. After the 

last time, Uncle Bill slapped him on the back and told him how excited he was for his 

nephew to get his first deer that afternoon. A big ol' buck, he said.
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That morning, Aunt Joan, Uncle Bill, and his dad were his favorite people in the 

world. And "Tie a Yellow Ribbon" was his favorite song.

*

The three of them wolfed down a lunch of hamburgers and baked potatoes, and 

none of them spoke, they were eating so fast When they finished, Jackie and his dad went 

and changed into their hiking boots and orange vests and went out to the truck, where 

Uncle Bill was waiting.

"Y'all ready, Jackie? You gonna get that buck before I do?" asked Uncle Bill, as 

Jackie squirmed into position in the middle of the seat, between the two men.

"You bet." he replied, and he could hardly stop smiling. Neither could Uncle Bill. 

His dad reached over and squeezed Jackie's knee, and looking straight ahead, reached into 

his pocket and pulled out a blaze orange knit cap and placed it on Jackie's head. The truck 

lurched into action, and Jackie knew he must be having the neatest weekend in the whole 

wide world.

*

"What do we do now?" asked Jackie, lying on his stomach next to his dad. They 

were behind a reed-covered ridge, and one of Uncle Bill's fields sprawled before them.

"Nothing," whispered his dad. "We just wait, that's all." Uncle Bill just grinned 

while he set up his rifle and his bipod, with the sights set on the center of the empty field.

"Okay," whispered Jackie back. He watched Uncle Bill set up, then reminded 

himself of the importance of watching the field. Don't want to miss any good game, he 

thought, and it felt like a pretty grown-up thing to think, much less say. "Don't want to 

miss any good game, huh?" he said, facing his dad and Uncle Bill. He quickly returned 

his attention to the field, not wanting to look bored.

Uncle Bill's shoulders shook as he chuckled to himself, and he elbowed Jackie's 

dad in the side. "That's right Jackie," he said, "we don't want to miss any good game.

Isn't that right, Gene?" He leaned over and whispered. "That Jackie's turnin' out real
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good. Gene. Real good. Good game-Jesus Christ" He went back to his rifle, shoulders 

still quivering.

Jackie wondered what they were talking about, laughing and whispering like that
J

They must be really excited, he thought

*

The three of them laid there on their stomachs, about three feet apart, watching the 

field, until late in the afternoon. Once a rabbit hopped ten feet in front of Jackie, but Jackie 

didn't make a sound for fear that he would scare away all the deer. Every thirty minutes or 

so, Uncle Billy whispered, "Can you smell ’em, Jackie? They're just hiding, that's all. 

Right, Gene?" His dad never responded either way—he just kept his eyes on the field, and 

nodded his head a little.

After all three had been silent for a while. Jackie scooted over and nudged his dad 

in the side. He whispered, "Hey, Dad, wouldn't it be great if Grampa could've been here? 

I'll bet he would've liked this, huh?" Grampa had died when Jackie was only three, but 

Uncle Bill spoke of him as the greatest hunter in the history of the world. Grandma's walls 

looked like Uncle Bill's, covered with skins and heads of deer, elk, moose, mountain 

goats, bighorn sheep, bears, caribou. Jackie was jealous—his house only had school 

pictures and paintings of waterfalls.

Jackie's dad's jaw clenched shut for a moment, then relaxed. He twisted his neck 

toward Jackie, examining his face. Jackie felt like he had said the wrong thing, but he 

didn't know why. Then his dad stopped looking. "Yeah," he said, moving his gaze over 

his son's shoulder to the log in the distance. He gave a small nod. "He would've loved 

it."

"Hey!" Uncle Billy broke in. staying where he was. "You guys talking about me 

over there? Whatever he's telling you Jackie, it's lies, all lies. I never did it." He winked 

at Jackie, who tried to wink back but wasn't so good at it, while his dad returned his 

attention to the field.
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Uncle Bill really knows how to hunt, thought Jackie. Dad takes it way too 

seriously. He thought that Grampa probably had more fun than his dad, but he decided not 

to ask.

*

That night, after the three had eaten dinner and taken showers, Uncle Bill promised 

to show Jackie the most amazing thing he'd ever seen. It was only fair, he said, since no 

one got anything that day.

"What are you talking about, Bill?" asked Jackie's dad. Jackie was glad tonight- 

his dad seemed more relaxed after dinner, sitting in a recliner and thumbing through 

Reader's Digest.

"Aw, none of your business, Gene. Anyway, you've seen it before a million 

times." Uncle Bill was drying dishes, whistling "Tie a Yellow Ribbon" out of tune, 

improvising jazz solos between the verses and bumping hips with Aunt Joan. Jackie sat at 

the kitchen table, where he had a view of both men. He liked to hear his dad talk to his 

Uncle, oecause it made him seem not so much like a dad.

"The field? I was gonna show him the field. Bill."

"Oh. sorry." Uncle Bill was down to the silverware. "I just didn't think you 

would want to. that's all. Go for it. if you want."

"No. that's fine. You take him. I wanna hit the sack early, anyway." He kept his 

eyes in the book while he aimed his voice at the kitchen, past Jackie.

Jackie slid off his chair onto kitchen floor, saying in two directions at once, "Why 

can't we all go?" His eyes shifted back and forth, then rested on his dad. He didn't want 

him to give up so easily, whatever the field was.

His dad looked up. "Naw, Jackie, you go on with Uncle Bill. It's probably better 

that way anyway."

Jackie was dying to know what the big deal was, but he thought he shouldn't ask 

since no one was telling him, so he went to the couch and plopped down in the middle,
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hugging a throw pillow, waiting for whatever was supposed to happen next on the greatest 

weekend of his life.

*

Even in the dark, Jackie recognized the road Uncle Bill was driving as the same one 

they had driven that day to their hunting spot, but he didn't say anything. As they turned 

the bend which Jackie thought led to the field, the truck slowed to a halt, and Uncle Bill 

turned off the headlights. It was completely dark.

"Jackie,'’ said Uncle Bill, "when we turn this comer, you are gonna see something 

the likes of which you will never see again." Jackie could see in the blackness of the cab 

that his uncle was smiling, and Jackie smiled back, even though all this was a little scary.

The truck edged carefully around the dark bend—Uncle Bill drove with his head out 

the window, trying to see the edge of the road, and Jackie did the same. The only sounds 

were the low mumble of the truck, wheels scraping against weeds, and crickets 

everywhere. The entire bend took about five minutes to complete, and again the truck 

stopped.

"Check it out," whispered Uncle Bill triumphantly. The headlights flickered on, 

illuminating the eyes of a hundred or more staring deer, fifteen feet away. Jackie gasped.

If the crickets were still chirping, he couldn't hear them. All his senses were focused on 

the staring deer, who seemed to have no fear at all of the two people in the truck.

Uncle Bill leaned over and pointed to a huge buck to the right "Look at that 

Jackie. Isn't that about the most beautiful thing you've ever seen?" Jackie nodded while 

he tried to count the points on the antlers-five each, from what he could see. "Why, at 

night like this, you wouldn’t even need to shoot that big ol' buck. I'll bet you could walk 

right up and hit him on the head if you wanted to." He nudged Jackie.

"Why don't they run?" whispered Jackie, eyes still on the buck.



"They're blinded, see? The headlights are so bright they can't even see us.

Besides, even if they could see us, these guys are smart They know we can't kill 'em at 

night Ifs illegal. Too bad, huh, or you could have that one right now.”

Jackie didn't say anything. He just sat there nodding while his uncle beamed
<

beside him in the cold truck. When the buck started to walk away, Uncle Bill nudged 

Jackie again, and whispered, "You memorize that one, Jackie. He's yours. You'll get him 

tomorrow, ni bet on it." Jackie just kept nodding, and watched the deer scatter as the 

truck made a u-tum in the field and they headed back home.

When the deer were out of sight, Jackie turned and asked, still whispering, "Why 

didn't Dad come?"

Uncle Bill glanced out the comer of his eye, then patted Jackie on the knee. "I 

don't know. Probably just seen it too many times, I guess. Your dad used to camp out 

here at night during hunting season, so he's probably got his fill."

"Didn't you and Grampa go with him?"

"Naw. When your dad got to be about your age, he started hunting by himself."

They drove on through the sound of the crickets, and Jackie tried to figure out how 

to ask his dad if they could go camping with the deer one night He wondered if he'd ever 

get to hunt by himself, or if he'd want to.

He fell asleep on the seat, thinking of that buck's glowing eyes.

*

The next morning Jackie found himself on his stomach again, in between his dad 

and Uncle Bill, staring out at the empty field. The dirt felt warm against his front as long 

as he didn't move much.

At breakfast Uncle Bill had asked Jackie if he could still picture that buck, and he 

had said he could. "Describe him to me," Uncle Bill had said. And Jackie had gone into 

excited detail about the five points, and how big he was, and that he must be the most
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beautiful animal he had ever seen in his whole life, and Uncle Bill had smiled, and his dad 

hadn't said anything except "He must be really impressive, Jackie." And Jackie had said 

that he sure was.

Looking through the weeds, Jackie scanned the field, end to end, for any motion. 

He knew that the buck was out there, and he wanted it. He thought how happy Uncle Bill 

would be if his nephew got that buck, and how he could tell his friends that he had got the 

best one in the whole herd. And Dad would be excited too, because it would be just like 

the stories Uncle Bill used to tell about going hunting with Grampa, all three of them, and 

all the good times they had. He would go back to school on Monday and all his friends 

would think to themselves how much older he seemed, so much more grown-up. And he 

would tell them only the facts, not bragging because everyone hates a braggart

*

When the deer finally came, everyone jerked and froze in place on the ground.

They trotted out from the trees into the middle of the field almost as if they were late, and 

they stopped as quickly as they started, lowering their heads to eat the brown grass at their 

feet. About thirty of them wandered around the field, walking slowly from clump to clump 

of grass, unconcerned.

Jackie was so excited he could barely remember what to do. He looked over to his 

dad, who was staring at the field. He looked to Uncle Bill.

"Ya see him?" whispered Uncle Bill.

"I don't think so."

"I do."

Jackie’s heart jumped. "Where?" he asked, trying to watch his uncle and the deer at 

the same time.

"See the doe that's way over here on the left? There-she just looked up."

"Yeah."
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"Look just to her right and behind her. He's got his head down. That's him, I'm 

sure it is. Jesus, he's huge, Jackie."

Jackie saw him. His head was moving across the grass, and Jackie could just 

barely make out the antlers. He was as big as Jackie remembered him. Jackie swallowed 

hard.

"Okay," whispered Uncle Bill, "you get your sights on his rump and follow him, 

hear me? As soon as he gives you a good profile, take him. Got it?"

Jackie rested his cheek on the stock of the rifle and moved his sights toward the 

buck, his left eye squinting shut.

"Jackie, don't." His dad looked toward Jackie and then to Uncle Bill. "What the 

hell are you trying to do here, Bill? That buck is two hundred yards away. He can't hit 

that."

"What do you think, Jackie? You think you can hit that big ol' buck?"

"Yeah. I think I can. Dad, he's not that far away." Jackie talked with his face still 

pressed against the rifle, never blinking.

"Dammit, Jackie, I can't hit that." Jackie looked up at him.

Uncle Bill reached over and grabbed Jackie's dad by the coat. "Just what the hell 

are you trying to do to him, Gene?"

"What am I trying to do? How about you?"

"Me? You bring him out here, then you don't let him shoot anything. How--"

"He turned." Both men stopped at the meek sound of Jackie's voice and faced the 

field. The buck was standing at full profile, his head turned towards their clump of weeds. 

Jackie flipped off the safety on his rifle with his right hand, still aiming.

"Jackie, all I'm saying is wait until one of them comes closer. That's all."

"For Christ's sake Gene, let the kid shoot."

"Stay the hell out of this, Bill! Let him do the right thing."

As the men to either side of him hissed, Jackie watched through the rifle sights as



the herd picked up their heads and looked towards him. Their ears flickered and they 

began to trot in the direction of the trees.

*

The men stopped arguing to see the buck collapse. It jumped back up, then fell as 

the herd ran away. The buck rolled on the ground, waving its front legs in the air. Jackie 

didn't know what was going on. He didn't remember shooting.

His dad jumped up and turned toward Uncle Bill, who was still stomach down in 

the dirt. "You stay here. Come on Jackie." And he took off running across the field 

toward the buck Jackie clambered from his spot and ran after him, turning to see Uncle 

Bill give him a "thumbs up" sign.

Jackie ran as hard as he could. The buck was rolling in the weeds, trying to get up, 

its back legs broken. He turned to Jackie and his dad and snorted, still struggling, trying to 

get away from the two of them. Jackie stood speechless.

His dad pulled his .45 from its holster and held it ten feet from the buck's head. He 

shot. In the explosion, the buck's head flew backward on to the ground, his body still 

jerking. He shot again. This time the body stopped moving. He shot again. Jackie 

watched, paralyzed, as parts of the buck's face disappeared with each shot. Another shot. 

Jackie wanted to tell him to stop, but no sound came out. Another. His dad put the pistol 

back in its holster, pulled a knife from his other hip, and straddled the deer's neck. He slit 

its throat, allowing the blood to gush onto the brown grass and on to his boots.

He walked over to Jackie and held out the knife. "Gut it."

Jackie looked up. "What? No, I can't."

His dad grabbed Jackie's hand and pushed the knife into it "I said gut it."

For the first time in his life, Jackie was scared of his dad. He looked at the deer 

and his lips started to quiver. He didn't want to cry. Not now.

"Dammit, Jackie!" He grabbed him by the back of the coat and pushed him to his



knees in front of the deer's belly. "Do as I say."

Jackie thought back to the movie he watched in hunter's safety class about dressing 

deer, and the cartoons in the manual. He clenched his teeth and drove the knife into the 

deer and began to cut He moved mechanically, trying not to cry, trying not to look at his 

dad, trying not to think about it.

It took him twenty minutes. He sat back on the grass, sweaty and covered with 

blood on his orange clothes, and stared at the empty body. His dad took the knife from 

Jackie's hand, walked over to the pile of organs, and cut out the liver and the heart Jackie 

watched him collect the rest in his arms and carry them to the base of a tree and drop them 

there. Then he came back and sat next to Jackie.

"Dad?" Jackie sniffed, and wiped his eyes and nose with his sleeve.

His dad's face was hard, and his voice was lower than usual. "Yeah?"

"Do you hate me?"

"No." He put his hand on Jackie's knee. His voice was hoarse. "No, I don't hate

you."

"Do you think those deer hate me?"

"I don't know."

"He looked at me. Before you shot him. he looked in my eyes." Jackie's lips 

started to shake again. "He knew I did it. Dad."

"I know."

"Dad?"

"What?"

41 "Do you hate Uncle Bill?"

They sat there, staring at the empty deer. His dad squeezed his knee and stood up. 

"Let's go get the truck and load this guy up, okay?" Jackie stared at his face, then crawled 

to his feet.

"Yeah, it's getting dark."
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He adjusts his chair,
wonders why she's not there

in the restaurant-it's eight
already. She always makes him wait

but not this long. He smiles
at the waitress, then stares a while

at six empty shot glasses, brown with rum
from an hour before. "She's got some

nerve." he gripes, "bein' so late. But I can live with that— 
her nose is too long, her chest too damn flat

and I can’t stand all her fussin' with her hair-
one thing for sure, it gets her nowhere.

That bitch is everything wrong with my life,
and God help me, don't give me a knife

if she shows up now-I might lose control.
But then again, what could damage a soul

as evil as hers? She's a partner to Satan—
I won't be caught waitin'

any longer." He sucks another drink
from an empty glass, gives the waitress a wink.

checks out her ass. She shakes her head and says, "Give it a rest." 
"I'd like to," he sighs, "but she brings out my best."
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Eight o'clock, my refrigerator hums 
underneath the voice of the guy next door, 
bragging to a girl. I can hear laughing— 
her voice is light, a fly with a spider.
She must be new.

I keep close to my desk 
for fear of the silverfish that scuttle 
and nest beneath my metal bed, feeding 
in dust and dark. They get braver each night, 
climbing the walls. I even found one in bed, 
its clear, ridged shell hunting on my pillow. 
If you position your head next to one. 
you can hear it tick on the tile-they make me 
sick to my stomach. I hate sounds of bugs.

I wonder if the laughing girl next door 
can hear them. I don't think she does.



Sunday three o'clock 
little girl
on the banana-seat bike 
wears mud
on her checkered dress 
Sunday best 
brown
wet streaks splash
her back
she laughs
doesn't care
about white tights
buckled shoes
ribbons from her mother
in her hair
she rides in circles
through puddles
Sunday best
wet

had he seen 
swerved 
she'd be there

/
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Lying in a black bed
watching shadows on the ceiling,
1 look as if I'm dead 
and can't help feeling 
that maybe I am. Sleep

could be like the dark,
in which colors seep
to black. I mark
the shadow above my head, 
then gaze around the room 
for something red 
or green or blue 
but everything is grey, 
even my hand.

If colors steal away
with the night, a man's
life might do the same— 
when he's alone, no one 
can recognize his lame 
body, his lungs 
no longer breathing, 
his heart stopped.

Tonight, in the absence of color,
I watch the shadows creeping

as my body starts to rot.
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I drop, kneel— 
back straight,
bowing in a white uniform, 
eyes on my teacher.

Back straight,
I stretch my legs, 
eyes on my teacher, 
counting in Japanese.

I stretch my legs 
till my face drips.
Counting in Japanese,
I punch thin air

till my face drips, 
my arms tremble.
I punch thin air, 
scream from my gut.

My arms tremble, 
lose their meaning.
Scream from my gut 
spirit shouts that

lose their meaning, 
but they help distract me- 
spirit shouts that 
echo in my head.

But they help distract me 
from the trembling 
echo in my head.
I lose myself

From the trembling- 
I drop, kneel.
I lose myself
bowing in a white uniform.
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I

Before I entered the world 
the Gods visited me

offered a body
This body is you 
Your essence is this body

I was bom
barely crawled when

again the Gods came 
this time thrust

thread and loom

Thread 
they said

is a shield

It

I spent the first part of my 
life in a desert
Sand and dust blew all around 

my skin didn't feel it
my garments were thick
I was looking
for mountains to explore

valleys to conquer

Had I known about the 
sand and the dust

I’d have screamed

III

The dream recurs
£ Friends fill the seats of a Colosseum

I'm with them
weaving 

One grabs me
throws me 

into the arena 
screaming
kicking

I lay in a heap of cloth 
confused



in the dust
Silence becomes laughter

I am
completely
naked

• My clothes are nowhere
the Gods are nowhere

I used to have this dream 
when I was awake

IV

I walked the desert for many years 
dreaming as I walked

One day I came
to the mountain

for which I had longed
I ascended

We were lovers
When I reached the peak
I surveyed the valley 

shouted
I conquered this mountain 

My eyes rose to the sky
where the Gods live

Look at me atop this mountain 
Do you not see who I am?

The Gods laughed
I lowered my eyes

looked down the slope
it had taken a year to climb

I jumped into the wind 
wanting to fly away

crashed into the side of the mountain 
trying to grab hold 
anything

I scraped the cliffs
until I hit

the valley below
I didn't want to conquer the valley 
I wanted to die

The cliffs stole
some of my clothes

the rest 
rags



V

I returned to the desert 
clothes tom 
flesh bleeding

the Gods had rejected me 
I was safe

Sand and dust began to blow 
they stung my open wounds 
burned my eyes

My clothes 
tattered

The sand and the dust spoke 
Who are you?

swarming like bees around my head 
Who are you?

You know as well as I 
The sand moved

like a snake 
pelting my face

roared
Who are you?

I couldn't see 
Who are you?

my face bleeding 
Who are you?

Stop! I ran 
fast as I could

The voices followed
cut my face

I ripped off my rags 
running

I left the storm
nothing
only a cool breeze 

on my wounds

I looked down 
saw myself

free

VI

laughing crying bleeding 
I walked

without direction 
still walking



I weave
the Gods were right 
I need a shield

I don't need Them

I've climbed a mountain 
I was too

dressed
it meant nothing

My clothing is much lighter now 
sometimes I'm cold
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My Buddha smiles at my wallet on my dresser, 
my wallet next to my keys.

I sleep four feet away.
while he dances behind my head,
high on incense.
He rummages through my wallet, 
a bandit buddha, jingling keys 
as he creeps out die door.

My Buddha, with my driver's license, 
perches on a stool in a smoke-filled bar 
(he's probably a pool hustler), 
hits on a redhead named Lucy, 
sees how far he can get-she thinks 
he's "so spiritual."

My alarm buzzes, and I twist
my neck to see: there he sits,
ebony lips grinning. He got lucky.

I bow in a towel, palm to palm,
and lock the door behind me
to go to the shower. When
I return, I bow more deeply,
light some incense, he grins. But

I can feel him cringe
every time I turn on my computer, 
or pretend I'm gone 
when the doorbell rings.
He knows when I don't answer the phone.
and he knows
he is not my Buddha.
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My eyes closed, 
legs tensed and afraid,
I sigh on the cliff, 
my final poem composed.

I leap from the fire tower, 
slide through the chill 
to the street 
that hovers below.

The street greets me,
I wave before 
I'm embraced in 
its subtle grade.

I call it Mother 
as I explode before 
swerving cars that 
can’t read my poem.

The cars drive on, 
the chill
breathes hard and soft, 
and I dissolve.
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'■s uring the height of the holocaust in World War II, a German 

inspector making a tour of prison camps came across two prisoners who didn't quite fit in: 

they looked different, spoke a different language, kept completely to themselves, and never 

complained. After considerable investigation, he found that the two inmates were Tibetan. 

They had been released from a Russian prison camp and wandered through Eastern Europe 

until they were picked up by the Germans, who promptly put them into a new camp. They 

had been moving around like this for at least two years.

What made these two Tibetans unique, however, was that they believed- 

• wholeheartedly—that they were dead. They had endured so much hardship and had seen so

many inhuman acts that they no longer thought they were on Earth; instead, they thought 

that they were in the bardo, or the Buddhist stopping point between lives. Even after the 

Germans arranged for them to be returned to the border of Tibet, they just sat there on the

SO



rocks. They knew they were close to rebirth because they could see their homeland, but 

they just sat there, waiting for their new lives to begin.

I first heard this story around a campfire this summer in Washington, and I can't

* get it out of my head. I don't even know what happened to these two, if they ever were 

convinced of their existence or not. But what makes their story so fascinating to me is that 

it provides an excellent explanation of both sides of the bardo—the dead and the alive. For 

the dead, the bardo is kind of a strange, temporary purgatory. The dead "spirit" (or 

whatever you want to call it) faces a bizarre collection of dragons, doors, and lights, and it 

must respond based on little or no information. Blue or red? Right or left? Most of these 

responses have nothing to do with reason; instead, they serve as a test of the dead person's 

state of mind, to determine that person's next birth. No doubt the two Tibetans in the story 

saw sights more terrifying than any dragon in the prison camps, and were forced to 

respond in a way that had little to do with reason, and everything to do with their own 

sanity.

For the living, similarly, the bardo can be terrifying and equally irrational. The 

Bardo is defined, loosely, as the space after which one action has been completed, but the 

next has not yet begun. Therefore, the bardo exists moment by moment, affecting our 

lives as we walk down the street or chew our food.

In my dorm room , I scribbled this haiku, among other things, on my wall:

My eyes cannot close 
as a bumblebee hovers 
above my nose.

For me, this kind of moment is what the bardo, the bulk of this collection, and my life are

• all about (If they're not, then I have the flakiest thesis title in the history of the world.)

The bardo is about decisive moments; not necessarily the moments in which we 

make decisions, but the moments that we remember as being pivotal. If a bee floats in 

front of a person's face, he probably doesn't choose to sit there and stare at it. The 

inherent fear makes it an unconscious act. But whether he is stung or not, his inability to



move, and his newfound relationship with that bee forever affect certain attitudes. At the 

very least, he probably tells his friends about it every time he sees a bee for the rest of his 

life.

For the most part, I think this collection is about these same kinds of moments. In 

"Deer," for example, Jackie, his dad, and possibly his uncle, undergo a certain 

transformation. Whatever his dad was trying to accomplish failed, and Jackie's shell of 

illusions is shattered for good, both in terms of hunting and of the two men he admires so 

much. In "Sand People," two little kids struggle to hold onto the story that keeps them 

sane, and find that even it can't take them away from reality. As an extreme example, Sam 

in "Josh" finally turns around his relationship with his brother, and, quite frankly, cracks 

in the process. The poems, in less detail, have the same kinds of moments. "Insomnia" is 

about a mental trip to the bardo; "Sunday Best" is about a physical one. And "Fire Tower" 

is about both. In all but a few pieces (and I may be going out on a limb here), a part of 

someone dies, and a new part is bom in its place.

Technically, I suppose, none of these works is only about those pivotal moments. 

But for me, those moments serve as catalysts for everything that surrounds them. They 

are the moments that create us. I have a list of "bardo moments" from my childhood that, if 

I piece them together, do a fairly satisfactory job of explaining who I am and how 1 got to 

be that way. For instance, my entire perception of what it means to die changed because I 

was sitting at the right campfire in Washington a year ago. In terms of this collection, I 

couldn't say anything definite about what the events in these stories/poems mean, except 

that I think the characters would remember these moments much later in life, in some way,

• as moments that made a difference.

In terms of my own life, I've been in the bardo all year. Senior year of college is a 

classic example of one action ending while the next has not yet begun-rm essentially done 

with the "college experience" as I had always seen it, yet I can't leave. And as of this 

writing, I have literally no idea what I'll do after I graduate. Bardo is short for senioritis,
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and it was this feeling of being in limbo that first gave me the idea for the title. This entire 

thesis was written from within the bardo. and these stories and poems serve as my 

communication to the outside world. Even as I sit here, typing this sentence, I don't know 

what I will type next, but I'll bet it will have something to do with this sentence. That's the 

bardo in a nutshell.

And even as I sit here, I know that this paragraph will mark the end of my thesis, 

and seven months of work. I honestly don't know how it will feel to turn this in and be 

free of it I'm not sure. I think that's why I named this "Whispers from the Bardo," 

instead of "Screams" or "Shouts from the Bardo." I have to whisper from the bardo, 

because if someone finds me hiding out here, they might make me leave.
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